The coding efficiency of a Wyner-Ziv video codec relies significantly on the quality of side information extracted at the decoder. The construction of efficient side information is difficult thanks in part to the fact that the original video sequence is not available at the decoder. Conventional motion search methods are widely used in the Wyner-Ziv video decoder to extract side information. This substantially increases the Wyner-Ziv video decoding complexity. In this paper, we propose a new method to construct side estimation based on the idea of universal prediction. This method, referred to as Wyner-Ziv video coding with Universal Prediction(WZUP), does not perform motion search or assume underlying model of original input video sequences at the decoder. Instead, WZUP estimates the side information based on its observations on past reconstructed video data. We show that WZUP can significantly reduce decoding complexity at the decoder and achieve fair side estimation performance, thus make it possible to design both the video encoder and the decoder with low computational complexity.
INTRODUCTION
Wyner-Ziv video coding has created considerable interest in recent years.
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Unlike conventional motioncompensated prediction (MCP) based video coding, side information is only available to the decoder but not to the encoder in Wyner-Ziv video coding. In MCP-based video coding, side information is analyzed at the encoder to reduce the redundancy in the input video sequence. This in general involves a computationally intensive motion search and is hence inconvenient for applications that require a simple encoder such as a video camera phone or video surveillance. In contrast, Wyner-Ziv video coding shifts the side information analysis to the decoder and tries to maintain a comparable coding performance as MCP-based video coding.
The conceptual structure of source coding with side information only available at the encoder is shown in Fig. 1 . Two correlated information sources X and Y are encoded by two separate encoders A and B, neither has the access to the other source. A rate R is achievable if for any > 0, there exists an encoder and decoder such that P r(X = X) < . If joint decoding were allowed, Wolf-Slepian theorem 17 proves that the achievable rate region for the system in Fig. 1 is
Hence, regardless of its access to side information Y , encoder A can encode X with arbitrarily high fidelity as long as the decoder A has access to Y and the rate is equal or larger than H(X|Y ).
This result is extended to lossy compression by Wyner and Ziv in. 18 Denote R * (d) as the rate distortion function when side information Y is only available at the decoder, and R X|Y (d) as the rate distortion function when side information Y is available at both the encoder and decoder. In 18 it is proved that although R * (d) ≥ R X|Y (d), in certain cases the equality can be achieved, e.g. for Gaussian source and mean square error distortion metric. Therefore, the side information at the encoder is not always necessary to achieve the rate distortion bound in lossy compression scenario as well.
Based on this idea, Wyner-Ziv video coding only exploits video source statistics at the decoder. In MCPbased video coding, [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] each frame is decoded and reconstructed at the encoder, which is then stored at the frame buffer and used to construct a reference for the encoding of next frame. At the decoder, each decoded frame is also stored at the frame buffer and used to construct the reference for the decoding of next frame. As long as the frame buffers store the same reconstructed frame at the encoder and decoder, and the motion vector is correctly transmitted to the decoder, it is guaranteed that both the encoder and decoder have the same reference information. The reference information can be regarded as the side information for the next frame to be coded.
However, the construction of reference information without the original video sequence is difficult. Existing Wyner-Ziv video decoders, in general, resort to conventional motion estimators to extract motion information from the reconstructed video frames at the decoder. To do this, an underlying motion model needs to be assumed. Motion field research has provided many useful insights into the reconstruction of motion information without the original video sequence. For example, linear motion models can be used, in which it is assumed that the motion in the current frame is a continuous extension of the previous frames' motion. While this is true for some video sequences, the motion of natural video sequences is not well defined and a simple model can be inadequate.
Another downside to this method is the video decoder complexity. Since the motion estimation tasks are shifted to the decoder, Wyner-Ziv video coding requires much higher complexity at the decoder. Although this may not be a problem for video surveillance where computational complexity is less a concern at the decoder, it does pose a challenge for applications such as a wireless video camera phone, where both the sender and the receiver have limited computational resources. Some methods have been proposed to address this problem. For example, one of the methods proposes to use an intermediate transcoding server to process the video stream. The idea, as shown in Fig. 2 , is to send the Wyner-Ziv encoded video stream to an intermediate server first. At this server the Wyner-Ziv video stream is decoded by a Wyner-Ziv video decoder and then re-compressed by a conventional MCP-based video encoder. The re-compressed video stream is then sent to the receiver to be decoded by the MCP-based video decoder. This method increases the transmission cost and delay, which eventually will lead to increased cost and delay on the receiver side.
In this paper, we propose a new side information reconstruction method that is independent of the underlying video sequence model. This method, referred to as Wyner-Ziv video coding with Universal Prediction(WZUP), exploits the source statistics of the reconstructed video sequence and does not assume an underlying model of input sequence. As shown in Fig. 3 , the goal is to construct a video codec with low coding complexity at both the encoder and the decoder while preserving comparable coding efficiency.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we present the method of side estimation with universal prediction. Experimental results are presented and discussed in Section 3. Section 4 concludes the paper.
WYNER-ZIV VIDEO CODING WITH UNIVERSAL PREDICTION
In this Section we first present an introduction to universal prediction and then present our new side estimator with universal prediction.
Universal Prediction
The idea of universal prediction rises from the practice of predicting the next outcome of a sequence. We borrow the introduction of universal prediction from a survey by Merhav and Feder in. 
Can the future of a sequence be predicted based on its past? If so, how good could this prediction be? These questions are frequently encountered in many applications. Generally speaking, one may wonder why should the future be at all related to the past. Evidently, often there is such a relation, and if it is known in advance, then it might be useful for prediction. In reality, however, the knowledge of this relation or the underlying model is normally unavailable or inaccurate, and this calls for developing methods of universal prediction. Roughly speaking, a universal predictor is one that does not depend on the unknown underlying model and yet performs essentially as well as if the model were known in advance.
One early example of universal prediction is Shannon's "mind-reading" machine inspired by Hagelbarger's "penny-matching" game. 25 Hence, universal prediction is closely related to universal lossless source coding, most notably Lemple-Ziv coding. 26, 27 It is also related to the research on universal gambling in. 28 The universal prediction problem was revisited in.
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Although none of theis work has led to the optimal predictor, some finite-state predictors have been proposed and achieve sub-optimality. [30] [31] [32] A more detailed survey is presented in.
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Applications of universal prediction includes lossless predictive compression, estimation, and denoising. Universal denoising was proposed in 33 with more research described in.
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The universal prediction problem is formulated as follows. Consider an observer who receives a sequence of data x 1 , x 2 , · · · , x t−1 and wishes to predict the next outcome x t subject to a loss metric l(·) defined on the predicted outcomex t and the real outcome x t . If the underlying statistical model of the data source is known and the prediction objective is well defined, classical statistical prediction theory can be used, among which are maximum likelihood prediction, maximum a posteriori (MAP) prediction, and Wiener prediction theory. In these cases, it is assumed that the data is generated by a source with a statistical model P . If however the underlying source statistics are not known, which is the case for many natural video sequences, the prediction solution is then not as well defined as the previous case. In this scenario, a universal prediction algorithm tries to estimate the underlying statistical characteristics of the sequence based on its observation of the past data.
In this paper, we consider the reconstructed video data at the Wyner-Ziv video decoder as observations and the decoder tries to predict the outcome of the next video frame without knowing the statistical mechanism that generates the video source. This prediction will then serve as the initial estimate for the Wyner-Ziv video decoder.
Wyner-Ziv Encoder
Wyner-Ziv Decoder with Universal Prediction 
Wyner-Ziv Video Coding
The Wyner-Ziv video coder we used is shown in Fig. 4 . At the encoder each frame is coded either as an INTRA frame or a Wyner-Ziv frame. H.264 INTRA mode is used to code an INTRA frame. A Wyner-Ziv frame is operated in the spatial domain. After all pixels are quantized, the quantized pixels are coded bitplane by biplane by a turbo coder. The parity bits are stored at the encoder and sent to the decoder upon the decoder's request. After receiving the parity bits, the decoder starts the decoding by first constructing an initial estimate of each frame. The initial estimate is constructed by the side estimator. The turbo decoder uses this initial estimate and incoming parity bits to decode the frame. It may request more parity bits from the encoder until a predetermined decoding accuracy is met.
Side Estimator with Universal Prediction
We propose a new side estimator based on the universal prediction formulation. Consider each video frame as a vector and group the pixel values at the same spatial coordinate as I(k, l), where (k, l) is the spatial coordinate inside a video frame. Without loss of generality, consider one of such
where i in x i denotes the temporal order in the sequence. And the loss function Λ : . M is the maximum pixel value allowed, which is 255. Denote the reconstructed I(k, l) at the decoder as Z = z 1 , z 2 , · · · , z t−1 , z t . z t is an initial guess of the current reconstructed outcome. Since this initial guess is arbitrary and generally not reliable, the side estimator tries to provide a more accurate estimate of x t . Therefore the side estimation can be formulated as a denoising problem, which can be solved by the method in.
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Denote the transition matrix from X to Z as Π = Π(i, j) i,j∈ [0,M ] and Π(i, j) is the probability when the input in X is i while the corresponding reconstructed value in Z is j. Denote P Xt|Z as the conditional probability of x t , whose αth component is P (x t = α|Z = z). The optimal estimate of x t is the one that minimizes the expected loss, i.e.,
where
If we know the joint distribution P Xt,z of X t and the reconstructed context z, the optimal estimator can be found readily by Lagrangian optimization and root finding methods. However, since we do not assume the statistical knowledge of the video sequence model in the decoder, this probability distribution is not available. Therefore we need to find a good estimate of P Xt,z . Since
Marginalize (5) with respect to X t and iterate over all possible
Hence
And the optimal estimate isX
We now consider the case when the distortion is measured by mean square error(MSE), i.e.,
Also consider the simple case that the transition probability π(x t , z t ) = 1 if x t = z t or 0 if x t = z t . In this case the optimal estimator in (8) is a minimum mean square error (MMSE) estimator. Using Lagrangian optimization, (8) yields the MMSE estimator asX
i.e., the optimal estimator is a weighted average of the previous occurrence with the same context. The weighting coefficient is determined by the number of occurrences.
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In this Section we evaluate the performance of Wyner-Ziv video coding with universal prediction(WZUP). We compare it with the Wyner-Ziv video coding with MCP-based motion side estimator(WZ-MCP) and the conventional MCP-based hybrid video coding.
We first describe the encoder and decoder of WZ-MCP. To estimate the motion vector without using the original frame, one general assumption is to assume a linear motion model in the video sequence. An MCP-based side estimator was shown in Fig. 5 . The INTRA frame is reconstructed with H.264 INTRA decoder. At the decoder, the side estimator estimates the reference using forward motion search. As shown in Fig. 5 , for every block to be decoded in the current Wyner-Ziv frame s(n), its co-located block in the previous reconstructed INTRA frameŝ(n − 1) searches for the best match inŝ(n − 2) and obtains a motion vector MV P . Assume the motion is linear, for the block to be decoded in the current frame, the estimated motion vector MV from s(n) toŝ(n − 1) is also MV P . As shown in, 38 conventional motion search methods may be used to further improve the side estimator accuracy. The side estimator in WZUP is constructed based on (10). For each pixel to be decoded at the decoder, we first collect its contexts in the previous frames. This context is the pixel values at the same spatial coordinate in the previous N frames, as shown in Fig. 6 . In our experiment we set N = 4 and the context is [z t−1 , z t−2 , z t−3 , z t−4 ]. The universal prediction side estimator is shown in Fig. 7 . The decoder searches the occurrence of this context in the previous decoded data. For each matched context, it output z t,i , which is the pixel value after this matched context. The initial estimate of the pixel to be decoded is the average of all these z t,i 's. 
Universal Prediction Side Estimator
Side Information Figure 7 . Universal prediction side estimator.
For conventional video coding, we compare WZUP with hybrid video coding with the frame structure IPPPP and integer motion search.
To obtain a fair comparison of different motion search modes, we evaluate the PSNR of the references constructed by side estimators instead of the final coding efficiency. In general only the first three most significant bitplanes are decoded with the turbo coder. This is because the initial estimate only gives a rough guess of the true value. This initial estimate is generally not reliable enough to give a close estimate of the less significant bits. Hence to decode the less significant bitplanes is equivalent to correct data with high bit error rate (BER). The BER can be so large that it becomes inefficient to code these bitplanes. Instead, we can simply send these less significant data bits un-encoded. Therefore only the quality of the first bitplanes matters in the Wyner-Ziv video decoder and we evaluate the PSNR of the side motion estimator quality assuming all the bits in the less significant bitplanes are zero. For each z t−k in the context, we only consider the first three bitplanes.
The results of using the universal prediction side estimator, motion side estimator and H.264 integer motion search are shown in Fig. 8-13 . We compare the side estimators with different quality of reconstructed frames. As we can see, the H.264 integer motion search always outperforms the other two side estimators. This shows the access to the side information in the encoder does improve the estimation accuracy in the practical applications.
Comparing the universal prediction side estimator with the motion side estimator, in the Foreman and Coastguard sequences, the motion side estimator has a 2-3dB gain over universal prediction side estimator. This shows that in these two sequences the motion information extracted from the previous frames is a good indicator of the following frames. The difference is much smaller for the other two sequences Mother and Daughter and Salesman, while in the Mobile sequence the performances is nearly identical and universal prediction side estimator even outperforms the motion side estimator in the Carphone sequence. Consider the computational complexity. The universal prediction side estimator needs to maintain a context of length N = 4. Therefore there are 8 4 possible entries, where 8 is the number to store 3 bitplanes. For each entry, there are also 8 possible outputs after the matched context, which results in 32768 entries in total. This number is independent of the video frame size. Since the entry can be updated in real time, one does not need to store the previous frames. For the motion side estimator, one needs to store two previous frames, which is 176×144×2 = 50688. This buffer budget increases with the frame size. For each pixel in the universal prediction side estimator, one needs to do a table lookup to find the 8 entries and compute the weighting average. After the pixel is decoded with the parity bits, one updates this context's entries. This is much faster than the motion side estimator, in which case each pixel has to be compared with every pixel in the search range(typically 8 × 8 or 16 × 16 grid) and then find the optimal motion vector.
CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we present a new side estimator for Wyner-Ziv video coding. This new side estimator uses a non motion-search method to construct the initial estimate at the Wyner-Ziv video decoder. Our test results show that for sequences in which the motion can be predicted with the previous frames, the universal prediction side estimator is 2-3dB less than that of conventional MCP-based video coding in terms of coding efficiency. However, for other sequences, the coding efficiency is rather close and sometimes the universal prediction side estimator even outperforms the MCP-based side estimator. This new method can significantly reduces the coding complexity at the decoder and therefore make it possible to design a codec with low computational complexity at both the encoder and the decoder.
